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A big resource of NLP-based Life Coaching
strategies, processes, techniques, exercises, games,
question sets, scripts, rampages & affirmations
to help you overcome physical, mental, emotional
and spiritual challenges, Life Coaches Toolbox
is suitable for those who would like to do work
on their own, coaches, mentors, trainers and
managers who would like a ready-built Coaching
Toolkit and a go-to toolbox you can always
turn to as your next step in a crisis.

Appreciation
& gratitude
Appreciation and gratitude are essential tools in any
positivity focus or spiritual arsenal, and theyʼre tools
key to manifestation and allowing what youʼve
manifested.
Appreciation and gratitude sit at the top of the emotional
scale though, so they are also not always the easiest of
emotions to pin down or generate within your body.
When you do get appreciation right, itʼs incredible, with a
revelation experience right at the very top of that scale. Itʼs
inexplicable if you havenʼt had one, but if you have, youʼll
understand why appreciation is second only to forgiveness
in terms of big breakthroughs and feeling wow - on every
level.
The key to appreciation and gratitude is consistent
application - you keep adding a new layer every day until
eventually you break through and experience the most
incredible spiritual high.
All the tools on the following pages are designed to help
you keep at the gratitude game so that you can keep adding
the necessary layers to reach the point of breaking through.
For fantastic additional resources and more information on
how to play gratitude and manifesting games, go take a
look at Abraham-Hicks.

WHATEVER

YOU APPRECIATE.

APPRECIATES

couple's rampage
Different to a traditional word rampage, a rampage for couples is when you dedicate
a day or a few days to infusing yourselves and each other with positivity and gratitude.
The rules of engagement are pretty simple, both of you are responsible for saying as many
positive and gratitude oriented things around and to each other as often as possible. You can
initially start with a day or two.
During the time period, you have to have as much contact as possible; emails, messages, calls,
instant messaging services, it doesnʼt matter - there just has to be as much contact as you can
manage so that you both get an overload of positivity infusion, which is amplified because there
are two of you contributing to the energy, instead of just one.
So, basically what you do is everytime you chat, however briefly, list things you are grateful for
and happy about. You can also include jokes and laughter, and the partner who is the most up
and bouncy is responsible for picking up and carrying the other partner if they need it.
If you arenʼt involved romantically, you can also always do this exercise with a close friend or
family member to benefit from the amplification effect. Iʼve also used this exercise to incredible
effect with teams and subordinates to encourage harmony, communication, bonding, workflow,
productivity and improvements in bottom line.
One of the reasons that this does work so well, and you see results so much more quickly, is
critical mass, which the US Army has shown to be the square root of 1% of a population. So if
thereʼs one of you putting something out there, you impact 100 people in your vicinity. If there
two of you, you impact 400 people. Three of you, 900, and so on.
So by joining forces with people you have regular contact with anyway, youʼre not only aligning
your energies to go in the same direction, youʼre also exponentially amplifying the energy you
put out there, allowing you to manifest outcomes more quickly.
Other ways you could increase the efficacy of this process is to work with your chakras,
activating them, using the Infinity Bonding Exercise and then aligning your gratitude rampages
during the day to appropriate times on the Chinese Clock, eg. doing a five minute gratitude
rampage for money with your partner at 11am, 12pm and 12:55pm, so that they take place
during the spleen meridian cycle, which governs money stuff. You can also usually use the
reciprocal meridian for the same purpose.

rampage of appreciation & Gratitude
There is so much to be thankful for in the world
Everyday I open my eyes to a brand new day, and as sure as the sun comes up every
morning I know that another showering of blessings lies ahead of me on this day
I love to show gratitude and express my thanks for every single bit of good fortune
that comes my way, and I am so blessed and so lucky that so many wonderful
opportunities, experiences and rewards are showered onto me every single day
I welcome into my circle all those who share my great love and appreciation for the
world and all the wondrous gifts that she has to offer
Appreciation and gratitude are among the highest expressions of my divine soul
and I am thrilled to embrace every opportunity to express my divinity to itʼs
maximum potential
I welcome opportunities to express my gratitude and I am always on the look out
for ways I can inject positivity and love into the lives of every single person I come
into contact with
I freely express my gratitude and joy, marvelling at the wondrous miracles that
surround me everyday, miracles large and small
I express delight at how easily and how often things go exactly the way I want them
to go
I laugh joyously with my family and friends as I share my rich bounty of abundance
with them, and bless their lives and worlds with the bounty I have endless access to
I am a divine expression of love and light and the Universe showers me in
opportunities for me to express my gratitude, rushing to bring me all the gifts and
rewards I so richly deserve so that I can hear the sweet melody of my thanks sing
again
The Universe wants me to be happy, wants me to succeed, wants me to do well and
I am so deeply, deeply loved

categories

Life Coaches Toolbox has a number of free
diagnostic tools and resources that coaches,
trainers, mentors and managers can use with
clients, or that you can use on your own.
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Affirmations
Anchoring
Belief Systems
BodyTalk Tapping
Boundary Setting
Building Trust
Chakras
Chinese Medicine
EFT Tapping
Eliminating Ego
Energy Work
Energetic Protection
Fear & Anxiety
Feeling Stuck
Fighting & Arguments
Focus & Motivation

Forgiveness
Gratitude & Appreciation
Generating Joy
Human Strategies
Inner Voice
Intuition
Keeping Your Cool
Manifestation
Mental Exercises
Physical Spaces
Relationship Rehab
Shifting Crises
Shock & Trauma
Meditations
Mudras
Writing Processes

